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All Verb 7s- B 

BABBITT ABBBITT to line with babbitt (alloy of tin, copper, and antimony) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BABBLED ABBBDEL BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BABBLES ABBBELS BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

BABYING ABBGINY BABY, to coddle (to pamper (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence)) [v] 

BABYSAT AABBSTY BABYSIT, to care for child temporarily [v] 

BABYSIT ABBISTY to care for child temporarily [v -SAT, -TTING, -S] 

BACHING ABCGHIN BACH, to live as bachelor [v] 

BACKBIT ABBCIKT BACKBITE, to slander (to defame (to attack good name of)) [v] 

BACKFIT ABCFIKT to retrofit (to furnish with new parts not originally available) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BACKHOE ABCEHKO to use backhoe (type of excavating machine) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

BACKING ABCGIKN BACK, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BACKLOG ABCGKLO to accumulate [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BADGERS ABDEGRS BADGER, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

BADGING ABDGGIN BADGE, to supply with insignia [v] 

BAFFING ABFFGIN BAFF, to strike under golf ball [v] 

BAFFLED ABDEFFL BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BAFFLES ABEFFLS BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BAGGING ABGGGIN BAG, to put into bag (flexible container) [v] 

BAGPIPE ABEGIPP to play bagpipe (wind instrument) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

BAILING ABGIILN BAIL, to transfer property temporarily [v] 

BAITING ABGIINT BAIT, to lure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

BALANCE AABCELN to weigh (to determine weight of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BALDING ABDGILN BALD, to become bald [v] 

BALKING ABGIKLN BALK, to stop short and refuse to proceed [v] 

BALLAST AABLLST to stabilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALLING ABGILLN BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLOON ABLLNOO to swell out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALLOTS ABLLOST BALLOT, to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)) [v] 

BALLSED ABDELLS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLSES ABELLSS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALSAMS AABLMSS BALSAM, to anoint with balsam (aromatic, resinous substance) [v] 

BAMMING ABGIMMN BAM, to strike with dull resounding noise [v] 

BANDAGE AABDEGN to cover wound with strip of cloth [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BANDIED ABDDEIN BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANDIES ABDEINS BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANDING ABDGINN BAND, to decorate with flexible strips of material [v] 

BANDSAW AABDNSW to cut with continuous saw [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANGING ABGGINN BANG, to hit sharply [v] 

BANKING ABGIKNN BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [v] 

BANNERS ABENNRS BANNER, to furnish with flag [v] 

BANNING ABGINNN BAN, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v] 

BANQUET ABENQTU to feast (to eat sumptuously) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANTERS ABENRST BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v] 

BAPTISE ABEIPST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BAPTIZE ABEIPTZ to administer baptism to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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BARBERS ABBERRS BARBER, to cut hair [v] 

BARBING ABBGINR BARB, to furnish with barb (sharp projection) [v] 

BARDING ABDGINR BARD, to armor horse [v] / BARDE [v] 

BARFING ABFGINR BARF, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

BARGAIN AABGINR to discuss terms for selling or buying [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BARGING ABGGINR BARGE, to move by barge (long, large boat) [v] 

BARHOPS ABHOPRS BARHOP, to visit number of bars during evening [v] 

BARKING ABGIKNR BARK, to cry like dog [v] 

BARNING ABGINNR BARN, to store in barn (large storage building) [v] 

BARRACK AABCKRR to shout boisterously [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BARRAGE AABEGRR to subject to massive attack [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BARRELS ABELRRS BARREL, to move fast [v] 

BARRING ABGINRR BAR, to exclude (to shut out) [v] / BARRE, to play type of guitar chord [v] 

BARTEND ABDENRT to tend barroom [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BARTERS ABERRST BARTER, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

BASHING ABGHINS BASH, to smash (to shatter violently) [v] 

BASKING ABGIKNS BASK, to lie in pleasant warmth [v] 

BASSETS ABESSST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

BASTING ABGINST BASTE, to sew loosely together [v] 

BATCHED ABCDEHT BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BATCHES ABCEHST BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BATFOWL ABFLOTW to catch birds at night [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BATHING ABGHINT BATHE, to wash (to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid) [v] 

BATIKED ABDEIKT BATIK, to dye fabric by particular process [v] 

BATTENS ABENSTT BATTEN, to fasten with strips of wood [v] 

BATTERS ABERSTT BATTER, to beat repeatedly [v] 

BATTING ABGINTT BAT, to hit baseball [v] 

BATTLED ABDELTT BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BATTLES ABELSTT BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BAULKED ABDEKLU BAULK, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

BAWLING ABGILNW BAWL, to cry loudly [v] 

BAYONET ABENOTY to stab with dagger-like weapon [v -TTED, -TED, -TTING, -TING, -S] 

BAZZING ABGINZZ BAZZ, to throw (as stone) [v] 

BEACHED ABCDEEH BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEACHES ABCEEHS BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEACONS ABCENOS BEACON, to warn or guide [v] 

BEADING ABDEGIN BEAD, to adorn with beads (round pieces of glass) [v] 

BEAGLED ABDEEGL BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAGLES ABEEGLS BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAMING ABEGIMN BEAM, to emit in beams (rays of light) [v] 

BEANING ABEGINN BEAN, to hit on head [v] 

BEARDED ABDDEER BEARD, to oppose boldly [v] 

BEARING ABEGINR BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [v] 

BEATBOX ABBEOTX to sing to rhythm of rap music [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BEATIFY ABEFITY to make happy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BEATING ABEGINT BEAT, to strike repeatedly [v] 
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BEAVERS ABEERSV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEBLOOD BBDELOO to cover with blood [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECALMS ABCELMS BECALM, to make calm [v] 

BECHALK ABCEHKL to cover with chalk [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECHARM ABCEHMR to hold under spell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECKING BCEGIKN BECK, to beckon (to signal by sign or gesture) [v] 

BECKONS BCEKNOS BECKON, to signal by sign or gesture [v] 

BECLASP ABCELPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOAK ABCEKLO to place cloak on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOGS BCEGLOS BECLOG, to clog thoroughly [v] 

BECLOUD BCDELOU to make cloudy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLOWN BCELNOW to cause to appear ridiculous [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECOMES BCEEMOS BECOME, to come to be [v] 

BECRAWL ABCELRW to crawl over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECRIME BCEEIMR to make guilty of crime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BECROWD BCDEORW to crowd closely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECRUST BCERSTU to cover with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECURSE BCEERSU to curse severely [v -D, -T, -SING, -S] 

BECURST BCERSTU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BEDAMNS ABDEMNS BEDAMN, to swear at [v] 

BEDAUBS ABBDESU BEDAUB, to besmear (to smear over) [v] 

BEDDING BDDEGIN BED, to provide with bed (piece of furniture used for sleeping) [v] 

BEDECKS BCDEEKS BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEDEVIL BDEEILV to harass (to bother persistently) [v -LLED, -LED, -LLING, -LING, -S] 

BEDEWED BDDEEEW BEDEW, to wet with dew [v] 

BEDIGHT BDEGHIT to bedeck (to clothe with finery) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDIRTY BDEIRTY to make dirty [v -TIED, -ING, -TIES] 

BEDIZEN BDEEINZ to dress gaudily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDRAPE ABDEEPR to drape (to arrange in graceful folds) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

BEDRUGS BDEGRSU BEDRUG, to make sleepy [v] 

BEDUMBS BBDEMSU BEDUMB, to render speechless [v] 

BEDUNCE BCDEENU to make dunce of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BEDWARF ABDEFRW to cause to appear small by comparison [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEEFING BEEFGIN BEEF, to add bulk to [v] 

BEELINE BEEEILN to go in straight direct course [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BEEPING BEEGINP BEEP, to honk horn [v] 

BEESWAX ABEESWX to polish furniture with type of wax [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEETLED BDEEELT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEETLES BEEELST BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEFALLS ABEFLLS BEFALL, to happen to [v] 

BEFLAGS ABEFGLS BEFLAG, to deck with flags [v] 

BEFLEAS ABEEFLS BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEFLECK BCEEFKL to fleck (to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFOOLS BEFLOOS BEFOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEFOULS BEFLOSU BEFOUL, to foul (to make foul) [v] 

BEFRETS BEEFRST BEFRET, to gnaw (to wear away by persistent biting) [v] 
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BEGALLS ABEGLLS BEGALL, to make sore by rubbing [v] 

BEGAZED ABDEEGZ BEGAZE, to gaze at [v] 

BEGAZES ABEEGSZ BEGAZE, to gaze at [v] 

BEGGARS ABEGGRS BEGGAR, to impoverish [v] 

BEGGING BEGGGIN BEG, to plead (to ask for earnestly) [v] 

BEGIRDS BDEGIRS BEGIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BEGLADS ABDEGLS BEGLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

BEGLOOM BEGLMOO to make gloomy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGRIME BEEGIMR to dirty (to make dirty) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BEGRIMS BEGIMRS BEGRIM, to begrime (to dirty (to make dirty)) [v] 

BEGROAN ABEGNOR to groan at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGUILE BEEGILU to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEGULFS BEFGLSU BEGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

BEHAVED ABDEEHV BEHAVE, to act properly [v] 

BEHAVES ABEEHSV BEHAVE, to act properly [v] 

BEHEADS ABDEEHS BEHEAD, to cut off head of [v] 

BEHOLDS BDEHLOS BEHOLD, to view (to look at) [v] 

BEHOOVE BEEHOOV to be proper for [v -D, -VING, -S] 

BEHOVED BDEEHOV BEHOVE, to behoove (to be proper for) [v] 

BEHOVES BEEHOSV BEHOVE, to behoove (to be proper for) [v] 

BEHOWLS BEHLOSW BEHOWL, to howl at [v] 

BEJEWEL BEEEJLW to adorn with jewels [v -LLED, -LED, -LLING, -LING, -S] 

BEKNOTS BEKNOST BEKNOT, to tie in knots [v] 

BELABOR ABBELOR to discuss for absurd amount of time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELAUDS ABDELSU BELAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

BELAYED ABDEELY BELAY, to fasten rope [v] 

BELCHED BCDEEHL BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BELCHES BCEEHLS BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BELEAPS ABEELPS BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELEAPT ABEELPT BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELIEVE BEEEILV to accept as true or real [v -D, -VING, -S] 

BELLIED BDEEILL BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BELLIES BEEILLS BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BELLING BEGILLN BELL, to provide with bell (ringing device) [v] 

BELLOWS BELLOSW BELLOW, to shout in deep voice [v] 

BELONGS BEGLNOS BELONG, to be member of [v] 

BELTING BEGILNT BELT, to fasten with belt (strap or band worn around waist) [v] 

BELYING BEGILNY BELIE, to misrepresent [v] 

BEMADAM AABDEMM to call by title of madam [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEMEANS ABEEMNS BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

BEMIRED BDEEIMR BEMIRE, to soil with mud [v] 

BEMIRES BEEIMRS BEMIRE, to soil with mud [v] 

BEMISTS BEIMSST BEMIST, to envelop in mist [v] 

BEMIXED BDEEIMX BEMIX, to mix thoroughly [v] 

BEMIXES BEEIMSX BEMIX, to mix thoroughly [v] 

BEMOANS ABEMNOS BEMOAN, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 
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BEMOCKS BCEKMOS BEMOCK, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

BEMUSED BDEEMSU BEMUSE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BEMUSES BEEMSSU BEMUSE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BENAMED ABDEEMN BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

BENAMES ABEEMNS BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

BENCHED BCDEEHN BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BENCHES BCEEHNS BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BENDAYS ABDENSY BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BENDING BDEGINN BEND, to curve (to deviate from straightness) [v] 

BENEFIT BEEFINT to be helpful or useful to [v -TTED, -TED, -TTING, -TING, -S] 

BENEMPT BEEMNPT BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

BENUMBS BBEMNSU BENUMB, to make numb [v] 

BEPAINT ABEINPT to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BERAKED ABDEEKR BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

BERAKES ABEEKRS BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

BERATED ABDEERT BERATE, to scold severely [v] 

BERATES ABEERST BERATE, to scold severely [v] 

BEREAVE ABEEERV to deprive (to take something away from) [v -D, -REFT, -VING, -S] 

BERHYME BEEHMRY to compose in rhyme [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BERIMED BDEEIMR BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BERIMES BEEIMRS BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BERMING BEGIMNR BERM, to provide with berm (ledge) [v] 

BERRIED BDEEIRR BERRY, to produce berries (fleshy fruits) [v] 

BERRIES BEEIRRS BERRY, to produce berries (fleshy fruits) [v] 

BERTHED BDEEHRT BERTH, to provide with mooring [v] 

BESCOUR BCEORSU to scour thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESEECH BCEEEHS to implore (to beg for urgently) [v -ED, -SOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BESEEMS BEEEMSS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 

BESHAME ABEEHMS to put to shame [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BESHOUT BEHOSTU to shout at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESHREW BEEHRSW to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESIEGE BEEEGIS to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BESLIME BEEILMS to cover with slime [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BESMEAR ABEEMRS to smear over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESMILE BEEILMS to smile on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BESMOKE BEEKMOS to soil with smoke [v -D, -KING, -S] 

BESMUTS BEMSSTU BESMUT, to blacken with smut [v] 

BESNOWS BENOSSW BESNOW, to cover with snow [v] 

BESPAKE ABEEKPS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BESPEAK ABEEKPS to claim in advance [v -PAKE, -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

BESPOKE BEEKOPS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BESTEAD ABDEEST to help (to give assistance to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESTING BEGINST BEST, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

BESTIRS BEIRSST BESTIR, to rouse (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [v] 

BESTOWS BEOSSTW BESTOW, to present as gift [v] 

BESTREW BEERSTW to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 
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BESTRID BDEIRST BESTRIDE, to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v] 

BESTROW BEORSTW to bestrew (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

BESTUDS BDESSTU BESTUD, to dot (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [v] 

BESWARM ABEMRSW to swarm all over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETAKEN ABEEKNT BETAKE, to cause to go [v] 

BETAKES ABEEKST BETAKE, to cause to go [v] 

BETHANK ABEHKNT to thank (to express gratitude to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHINK BEHIKNT to consider (to think about) [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BETHORN BEHNORT to fill with thorns [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHUMP BEHMPTU to thump soundly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETIDED BDDEEIT BETIDE, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

BETIDES BDEEIST BETIDE, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

BETOKEN BEEKNOT to indicate (to point out) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETRAYS ABERSTY BETRAY, to aid enemy of [v] 

BETROTH BEHORTT to engage to marry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETTERS BEERSTT BETTER, to improve (to make better) [v] 

BETTING BEGINTT BET, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

BEVELED BDEEELV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVOMIT BEIMOTV to vomit all over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEWAILS ABEILSW BEWAIL, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEWARED ABDEERW BEWARE, to be careful [v] 

BEWARES ABEERSW BEWARE, to be careful [v] 

BEWEARY ABEERWY to make weary [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

BEWEEPS BEEEPSW BEWEEP, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEWITCH BCEHITW to affect by witchcraft or magic [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEWORMS BEMORSW BEWORM, to infest with worms [v] 

BEWORRY BEORRWY to worry (to feel anxious and uneasy about something) [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

BEWRAPS ABEPRSW BEWRAP, to wrap completely [v] 

BEWRAPT ABEPRTW BEWRAP, to wrap completely [v] 

BEWRAYS ABERSWY BEWRAY, to divulge (to reveal (to make known)) [v] 

BIASING ABGIINS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIASSED ABDEISS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIASSES ABEISSS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIBBING BBBGIIN BIB, to tipple (to drink alcoholic beverages) [v] 

BICKERS BCEIKRS BICKER, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

BICYCLE BCCEILY to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BIDDING BDDGIIN BID, to make bid (offer of price) [v] 

BIELDED BDDEEIL BIELD, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

BIFFING BFFGIIN BIFF, to hit (to strike forcibly) [v] 

BIGFOOT BFGIOOT to apply one's influence as bigfoot [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIGHTED BDEGHIT BIGHT, to fasten with loop of rope [v] 

BILGING BGGIILN BILGE, to spring leak [v] 

BILKING BGIIKLN BILK, to cheat (to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means))) [v] 

BILLETS BEILLST BILLET, to lodge soldiers [v] 

BILLING BGIILLN BILL, to present statement of costs to [v] 

BILLOWS BILLOSW BILLOW, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 
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BINDING BDGIINN BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BINGING BGGIINN BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v] 

BINNING BGIINNN BIN, to store in large receptacle [v] 

BIRCHED BCDEHIR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRCHES BCEHIRS BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRDDOG BDDGIOR to follow closely [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BIRDIED BDDEIIR BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDIES BDEIIRS BIRDIE, to shoot in one stroke under par in golf [v] 

BIRDING BDGIINR BIRD, to hunt birds (winged, warm-blooded vertebrates) [v] 

BIRLING BGIILNR BIRL, to rotate floating log [v] / BIRLE, to carouse (to engage in carousal) [v] 

BIRRING BGIINRR BIRR, to make whirring noise [v] 

BIRTHED BDEHIRT BIRTH, to originate [v] 

BISECTS BCEISST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BISHOPS BHIOPSS BISHOP, to appoint as bishop (head of diocese) [v] 

BITCHED BCDEHIT BITCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

BITCHES BCEHIST BITCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

BITMAPS ABIMPST BITMAP, to represent something as bitmap (array of bits) [v] 

BITTERS BEIRSTT BITTER, to make bitter [v] 

BITTING BGIINTT BIT, BITE, to seize with teeth [v] / BITT, to secure cable around post [v] 

BIVOUAC ABCIOUV to make camp [v -KED, -KING, -KS, -S] 

BLABBED ABBBDEL BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

BLABBER ABBBELR to blab (to talk idly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLACKED ABCDEKL BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKEN ABCEKLN to make black [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLADING ABDGILN BLADE, to skate on in-line skates [v] 

BLAGGED ABDEGGL BLAG, to rob with violence [v] 

BLAMING ABGILMN BLAME, to find fault with [v] 

BLAMMED ABDELMM BLAM, to make loud sound like that of gunshot [v] 

BLANKED ABDEKLN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLANKET ABEKLNT to cover uniformly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLARING ABGILNR BLARE, to sound loudly [v] 

BLARNEY ABELNRY to beguile with flattery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLASTED ABDELST BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLATHER ABEHLRT to talk foolishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLATTED ABDELTT BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

BLATTER ABELRTT to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLAWING ABGILNW BLAW, to blow (to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon))) [v] 

BLAZING ABGILNZ BLAZE, to burn brightly [v] 

BLAZONS ABLNOSZ BLAZON, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

BLEARED ABDEELR BLEAR, to dim (to make dim) [v] 

BLEATED ABDEELT BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

BLEEPED BDEEELP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLEMISH BEHILMS to mar (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLENDED BDDEELN BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLESSED BDEELSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 

BLESSES BEELSSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 
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BLETHER BEEHLRT to blather (to talk foolishly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLIGHTS BGHILST BLIGHT, to cause decay [v] 

BLINDED BDDEILN BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINGED BDEGILN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLINKED BDEIKLN BLINK, to open and shut eyes [v] 

BLINKER BEIKLNR to put blinders on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLIPPED BDEILPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v] 

BLISSED BDEILSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLISSES BEILSSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLISTER BEILRST to cause blisters (skin swellings) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLITHER BEHILRT to blather (to talk foolishly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLITZED BDEILTZ BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLITZES BEILSTZ BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLOATED ABDELOT BLOAT, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BLOBBED BBBDELO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BLOCKED BCDEKLO BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLOGGED BDEGGLO BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v] 

BLOODED BDDELOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] 

BLOOMED BDELMOO BLOOM, to bear flowers [v] 

BLOOPED BDELOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLOSSOM BLMOOSS to bloom (to bear flowers) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLOTTED BDELOTT BLOT, to spot or stain [v] 

BLOUSED BDELOSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOUSES BELOSSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOWING BGILNOW BLOW, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BLUBBED BBBDELU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BLUBBER BBBELRU to weep noisily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUDGED BDDEGLU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUDGES BDEGLSU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUEING BEGILNU BLUE, to make blue [v] 

BLUFFED BDEFFLU BLUFF, to mislead (to lead astray) [v] 

BLUMING BGILMNU BLUME, to blossom (to bloom (to bear flowers)) [v] 

BLUNDER BDELNRU to make mistake [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUNGED BDEGLNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BLUNGES BEGLNSU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BLUNTED BDELNTU BLUNT, to make blunt [v] 

BLURBED BBDELRU BLURB, to praise in publicity notice [v] 

BLURRED BDELRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v] 

BLURTED BDELRTU BLURT, to speak abruptly [v] 

BLUSHED BDEHLSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BLUSHES BEHLSSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BLUSTER BELRSTU to blow violently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOARDED ABDDEOR BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v] 

BOASTED ABDEOST BOAST, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

BOATING ABGINOT BOAT, to travel by boat (watercraft) [v] 

BOBBING BBBGINO BOB, to move up and down [v] 
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BOBBLED BBBDELO BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

BOBBLES BBBELOS BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

BOBSLED BBDELOS to ride on bobsled (racing sled) [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

BOBTAIL ABBILOT to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BODYING BDGINOY BODY, to give form to [v] 

BOFFING BFFGINO BOFF, offensive word [v] 

BOGARTS ABGORST BOGART, to use without sharing [v] 

BOGEYED BDEEGOY BOGEY, to shoot in one stroke over par in golf [v] 

BOGGING BGGGINO BOG, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

BOGGLED BDEGGLO BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

BOGGLES BEGGLOS BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

BOILING BGIILNO BOIL, to vaporize liquid [v] 

BOINGED BDEGINO BOING, to make sound of reverberation or vibration [v] 

BOINKED BDEIKNO BOINK, offensive word [v] 

BOLDING BDGILNO BOLD, to boldface (to print in thick type) [v] 

BOLLING BGILLNO BOLL, to form pods [v] 

BOLSTER BELORST to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOLTING BGILNOT BOLT, to sift (to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))) [v] 

BOMBARD ABBDMOR to bomb (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOMBING BBGIMNO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [v] 

BONDING BDGINNO BOND, to join together [v] 

BONGING BGGINNO BONG, to make deep, ringing sound [v] 

BONKING BGIKNNO BONK, to hit on head with hollow blow [v] 

BONNETS BENNOST BONNET, to provide with bonnet (type of hat) [v] 

BOOBING BBGINOO BOOB, to make foolish mistake [v] 

BOODLED BDDELOO BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOODLES BDELOOS BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOOGEYS BEGOOSY BOOGEY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGIED BDEGIOO BOOGIE, to dance to rock music [v] / BOOGY [v] 

BOOGIES BEGIOOS BOOGIE, to dance to rock music [v] / BOOGY [v] 

BOOHOOS BHOOOOS BOOHOO, to weep noisily [v] 

BOOKEND BDEKNOO to place something at either end of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKING BGIKNOO BOOK, to engage services [v] 

BOOMING BGIMNOO BOOM, to make deep, resonant sound [v] 

BOOSTED BDEOOST BOOST, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOOTING BGINOOT BOOT, to load program into computer [v] 

BOOTLEG BEGLOOT to smuggle (to import or export illicitly) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BOOZING BGINOOZ BOOZE, to drink liquor excessively [v] 

BOPPING BGINOPP BOP, to hit or strike [v] 

BORATED ABDEORT BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

BORATES ABEORST BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

BORDERS BDEORRS BORDER, to put border (edge) on [v] 

BORKING BGIKNOR BORK, to attack candidate in media [v] 

BORROWS BOORRSW BORROW, to take on loan [v] 

BOSOMED BDEMOOS BOSOM, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

BOSSING BGINOSS BOSS, to supervise [v] 
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BOTCHED BCDEHOT BOTCH, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOTCHES BCEHOST BOTCH, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOTHERS BEHORST BOTHER, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

BOTTLED BDELOTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BOTTLES BELOSTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BOTTOMS BMOOSTT BOTTOM, to comprehend [v] 

BOULDER BDELORU to climb up large rocks [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOULTED BDELOTU BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] 

BOUNCED BCDENOU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BOUNCES BCENOSU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BOUNDED BDDENOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BOUSING BGINOSU BOUSE, to haul by means of tackle [v] 

BOWELED BDEELOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BOWERED BDEEORW BOWER, to embower (to surround with foliage) [v] 

BOWHUNT BHNOTUW to hunt with bow and arrow [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOWLING BGILNOW BOWL, to play at bowling [v] 

BOWSING BGINOSW BOWSE, to bouse (to haul by means of tackle) [v] 

BOWWOWS BOOSWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v] 

BOXHAUL ABHLOUX to veer ship around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOYCOTT BCOOTTY to refuse to buy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRABBLE ABBBELR to quarrel noisily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRACING ABCGINR BRACE, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BRACKET ABCEKRT to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRADDED ABDDDER BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v] 

BRAGGED ABDEGGR BRAG, to speak vainly of one's deeds [v] 

BRAIDED ABDDEIR BRAID, to weave together [v] 

BRAILED ABDEILR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

BRAILLE ABEILLR to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v -D, -LLING, -S] 

BRAINED ABDEINR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

BRAISED ABDEIRS BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

BRAISES ABEIRSS BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

BRAKING ABGIKNR BRAKE, to slow down or stop [v] 

BRAMBLE ABBELMR to gather berries [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRANDED ABDDENR BRAND, to mark with hot iron [v] 

BRANNED ABDENNR BRAN, to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals) [v] 

BRASSED ABDERSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRASSES ABERSSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

BRATTLE ABELRTT to clatter (to move with rattling noise) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRAVING ABGINRV BRAVE, to face with courage [v] 

BRAVOED ABDEORV BRAVO, to applaud by shouting “bravo” [v] 

BRAVOES ABEORSV BRAVO, to applaud by shouting “bravo” [v] 

BRAWLED ABDELRW BRAWL, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BRAYING ABGINRY BRAY, to utter harsh cry [v] 

BRAZENS ABENRSZ BRAZEN, to face boldly [v] 

BRAZING ABGINRZ BRAZE, to solder together [v] 

BREADED ABDDEER BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 
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BREAMED ABDEEMR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v] 

BREASTS ABERSST BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

BREATHE ABEEHRT to inhale and exhale air [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BREEZED BDEEERZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREEZES BEEERSZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREVETS BEERSTV BREVET, to confer honorary rank upon [v] 

BREWING BEGINRW BREW, to make beer or like [v] 

BRIBING BBGIINR BRIBE, to practice bribery [v] 

BRICKED BCDEIKR BRICK, to build with bricks (blocks of clay) [v] 

BRIDGED BDDEGIR BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 

BRIDGES BDEGIRS BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 

BRIDLED BDDEILR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIDLES BDEILRS BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIEFED BDEEFIR BRIEF, to summarize [v] 

BRIGADE ABDEGIR to group together [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BRIMMED BDEIMMR BRIM, to fill to top [v] 

BRINING BGIINNR BRINE, to treat with brine (salted water) [v] 

BRIQUET BEIQRTU to mold into small bricks [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BRISKED BDEIKRS BRISK, to make brisk [v] 

BRISTLE BEILRST to rise stiffly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRITTLE BEILRTT to become brittle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BROADEN ABDENOR to make broad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BROASTS ABORSST BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] 

BROCADE ABCDEOR to weave with raised design [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BROIDER BDEIORR to adorn with needlework [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BROILED BDEILOR BROIL, to cook by direct heat [v] 

BROKERS BEKORRS BROKER, to act as broker (agent who buys and sells stocks) [v] 

BROMATE ABEMORT to combine with bromine [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BROMIZE BEIMORZ to treat with bromine or bromide [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BRONZED BDENORZ BRONZE, to make brown or tan [v] 

BRONZES BENORSZ BRONZE, to make brown or tan [v] 

BROODED BDDEOOR BROOD, to ponder deeply [v] 

BROOKED BDEKOOR BROOK, to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v] 

BROOMED BDEMOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BROTHER BEHORRT to treat like brother [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BROUGHT BGHORTU BRING, to take with oneself to place [v] 

BROWNED BDENORW BROWN, to make brown [v] 

BROWSED BDEORSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v] 

BROWSES BEORSSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v] 

BRUISED BDEIRSU BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BRUISES BEIRSSU BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] 

BRUITED BDEIRTU BRUIT, to spread news of [v] 

BRUSHED BDEHRSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHES BEHRSSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUTIFY BFIRTUY to make brutal [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BRUTING BGINRTU BRUTE, to shape diamond by rubbing it with another diamond [v] 
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BRUXING BGINRUX BRUX, to grind teeth [v] 

BUBBLED BBBDELU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUBBLES BBBELSU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUCKETS BCEKSTU BUCKET, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

BUCKING BCGIKNU BUCK, to leap forward and upward suddenly [v] 

BUCKLED BCDEKLU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUCKLER BCEKLRU to shield (to provide with protective cover or shelter) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUCKLES BCEKLSU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUCKRAM ABCKMRU to stiffen (to make stiff) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUDDIED BDDDEIU BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUDDIES BDDEISU BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUDDING BDDGINU BUD, to put forth buds (undeveloped plant parts) [v] 

BUDGETS BDEGSTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUDGING BDGGINU BUDGE, to move slightly [v] 

BUFFALO ABFFLOU to intimidate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUFFERS BEFFRSU BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BUFFETS BEFFSTU BUFFET, to hit sharply [v] 

BUFFING BFFGINU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v] 

BUGGERS BEGGRSU BUGGER, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BUGGING BGGGINU BUG, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

BUGLING BGGILNU BUGLE, to play bugle (brass wind instrument) [v] 

BUILDED BDDEILU BUILD, to construct [v] 

BULGING BGGILNU BULGE, to swell out [v] 

BULKING BGIKLNU BULK, to gather into mass [v] 

BULLDOG BDGLLOU to throw steer [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BULLETS BELLSTU BULLET, to move swiftly [v] 

BULLIED BDEILLU BULLY, to treat abusively [v] 

BULLIES BEILLSU BULLY, to treat abusively [v] 

BULLING BGILLNU BULL, to push ahead [v] 

BULWARK ABKLRUW to fortify with defensive wall [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUMBLED BBDELMU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUMBLES BBELMSU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BUMMING BGIMMNU BUM, to live idly [v] 

BUMPERS BEMPRSU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUMPING BGIMNPU BUMP, to knock against [v] 

BUNCHED BCDEHNU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNCHES BCEHNSU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNCOED BCDENOU BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

BUNCOES BCENOSU BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

BUNDLED BDDELNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BUNDLES BDELNSU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] 

BUNGING BGGINNU BUNG, to plug with cork or stopper [v] 

BUNGLED BDEGLNU BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

BUNGLES BEGLNSU BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] 

BUNKERS BEKNRSU BUNKER, to store in large bin [v] 

BUNKING BGIKNNU BUNK, to go to bed [v] 
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BUNKOED BDEKNOU BUNKO, to bunco (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

BUNTING BGINNTU BUNT, to butt (to hit with head) [v] 

BUOYING BGINOUY BUOY, to mark with buoy (warning float) [v] 

BURBLED BBDELRU BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BURBLES BBELRSU BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BURDENS BDENRSU BURDEN, to load heavily [v] 

BURGEON BEGNORU to develop rapidly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BURGLED BDEGLRU BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

BURGLES BEGLRSU BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

BURKING BGIKNRU BURKE, to murder by suffocation [v] 

BURLING BGILNRU BURL, to finish cloth by removing lumps [v] 

BURNING BGINNRU BURN, to destroy by fire [v] 

BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BURPING BGINPRU BURP, to belch (to expel gas through mouth) [v] 

BURRING BGINRRU BUR, to burr (to remove rough edge from) [v] / BURR, to remove rough edge from [v] 

BURROWS BORRSUW BURROW, to dig hole or tunnel in ground [v] 

BURSTED BDERSTU BURST, to break open suddenly or violently [v] 

BURTHEN BEHNRTU to burden (to load heavily) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BURYING BGINRUY BURY, to put in ground and cover with earth [v] 

BUSHELS BEHLSSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUSHING BGHINSU BUSH, to cover with bushes (shrubs) [v] 

BUSKING BGIKNSU BUSK, to prepare (to put in proper condition or readiness) [v] 

BUSSING BGINSSU to transport by bus (large motor vehicle) [v] / BUSS, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

BUSTING BGINSTU BUST, to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v] 

BUSTLED BDELSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BUSTLES BELSSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BUSYING BGINSUY BUSY, to make busy [v] 

BUTCHER BCEHRTU to slaughter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUTLING BGILNTU BUTLE, to buttle (to serve as butler) [v] 

BUTTERS BERSTTU BUTTER, to spread with butter (milk product) [v] 

BUTTING BGINTTU BUTT, to hit with head [v] 

BUTTLED BDELTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUTTLES BELSTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUTTONS BNOSTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v] 

BUZZING BGINUZZ BUZZ, to make vibrating sound [v] 

BYLINED BDEILNY BYLINE, to write under byline (line giving author's name) [v] 

BYLINES BEILNSY BYLINE, to write under byline (line giving author's name) [v] 

BYRLING BGILNRY BYRL, to birle (to carouse (to engage in carousal)) [v] 

 


